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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

In this thesis single unit responses have been studied in the superior col-

liculus of the rhesus monkey (Macaca mulatta). The superior colliculus forms 

a part of the visual system and is located on the dorsal surface of the 

midbrain. Retinal ganglion cells project to the lateral geniculate body 

and from there to the visual cortex; this pathway is often considered to 

provide the main flow of visual information to the brain in higher mammals, 

and is called the first visual pathway. Retinal ganglion cells also project 

to the superior colliculus often indicated as the second visual pathway. 

Besides input from the retina the superior colliculus receives input from 

the visual cortex. 

Early studies on superior colliculus function indicate that this 

structure may be involved in the control of visual orientation and eye 

movements, although the experimental results wore conflicting. In the last 

10 years several laboratories have concentrated their efforts on understand

ing the anatomy, physiology and function of the superior colliculus. The 

mammalian superior colliculus consists of alternating cell and fibre layers, 

seven in total. Often the terns superficial and deep layers are used which 

refer to the dorsal three and ventral four layers respectively. Single unit 

studies in the rhesus monkey have shown that neurones in the superficial 

layers have visual receptive fields (pan-directional cells and directionally 

sensitive cells), whereas in the deep layers cells are found which dis

charge before saccadic eye movements.lt was also shown that the map of the 

visual world in the superficial layers and the layout of eye movement 

related activity in the deep layers fits nicely together. The eye movement 

related activity in the deep layers is appropriate to evoke saccadic eye 

movements to points of interest in the visual scene detected by the corre

sponding sensory cells in the superficial layers. These data have led to 

three different hypotheses on superior colliculus function in awake behaving 

monkeys. The first hypothesis states that the superior colliculus could have 

a function in controlling saccadic eye movements in order to foveate objects. 
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A second hypothesis proposes that the superior colliculus could serve the 

function of alerting the animal to behaviourally significant stimuli in the 

visual field. A third hypothesis for which no direct experimental evidence 

is present says that the superior colliculus is involved in corollary 

activity in order to perceive a stable visual world in spite of eye, head 

and body movements. 

It has often been stated that pan-directional cells in the monkey 

superior colliculus prefer moving visual stimuli to stationary flashing 

ones. To study this in more detail, experiments will be described using both 

types of visual stimuli in order to see to what extent single unit responses 

of pan-directional cells to stationary flashing and moving stimuli reflect 

in fact the same spatio-temporal receptive field properties. For such 

detailed quantitative studies on response properties of single cells it is 

more convenient to use paralysed anaesthetized animals rather than awake 

behaving ones. 

In chapter I single unit responses €o stationary flashing stimuli 

are presented. On and off responses have been studied extensively by using 

spots of different sizes. Based on the response characteristics to flashing 

stimuli a model of information processing in pan-directional cells is 

proposed. 

In chapter 2 single unit responses to moving stimuli - spots and 

slits of different sizes moving at different velocities through the receptive 

field - have been studied to characterize the response properties for moving 

stimuli. It appears that most of the response characteristics to moving 

stimuli can be explained on the ground of the response characteristics to 

stationary flashing stimuli. This is confirmed by computer simulation where 

the same set of receptive field parameters can simulate the resoonses to 

both stationary flashing and moving stimuli *. 

'Chapter 1 and 2 have been submitted to "Experimental Brain Research" as 
two separate papers. 
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C H A P T E R 1 

RESPONSES OF SINGLE UNITS IN THE MONKEY SUPERIOR COLLICULUS TO STATIONARY 

FLASHING STIMULI 

1.1. Introduction 

Earlier single unit studies in the rhesus monkey superior colliculus 

(Schiller and Koerner, 1971; Goldberg and Wurtz, 1972; Cynader and Berman, 

1972; Marrocco and Li, 1977) have shown that visual units in the super

ficial layers can be classified into two groups with regard to their 

directional selectivity: non-directionally selective units and directionally 

selective units. 

The non-directionally selective units can be divided into two sub

groups. The first subgroup, which contains the great majority of the units 

(Schiller and Koerner, 1971; Goldberg and Wurtz, 1972), responds to on-off 

stimuli of appropriate size and to moving stimuli in any direction. Schiller 

and Koerner (1971) term these units "event detectors"; Goldberg and Wurtz 

(1972) labelled them: "pan-directional cells". Units of the second subgroup 

respond poorly or not at all to smooth stimulus movements but discharge 

vigorously to rapid jerky stimulus displacements within the receptive field. 

These units, which have not been found by Goldberg and Wurtz (1972), are 

termed "jerk detectors" by Schiller and Koerner (1971). 

The great majority of the directionally selective units, which contain 

only a small percentage of the units (Goldberg and Wurtz, 1972; Cynader and 

Berman, 1972; Schiller and Koerner, 1971; Marrocco and Li, 1977) do not 

respond to on-off stimuli (Goldberg and Wurtz, 1972). 

In the present study, units in the superficial collicular layers have 

been studied extensively with visual stimuli of various sizes flashing on 

and off in the receptive field, as well as with moving stimuli of various 

sizes, orientations, directions and velocities of movement. In this chapter 

unit responses to on-off flashing stimuli are described to characterize the 

centre and surround mechanisms of pan-directional cells. A model based on 
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responses to on-off stimulation is proposed which can also explain the 

responses to moving stimuli (see chapter 2). 

1.2. M_e_t]iods 

Forty-five adult rhesus monkeys weighing 2 - 6 kg were used. The animals were 

given ketamine hydrochloride (10 mg/kg) after premedication with 0.5 mg 

atropine sulphate. An endotracheal cannula was inserted. After fixating the 

aninal in a stereotaxic apparatus, paralysis was induced with 60 mg 

gallamine; at the same time artificial respiration was started and 

anaesthesia was maintained throughout the surgical procedure by a mixture 

of about 70% nitrous oxide, 0.5% halothane and 30% oxygen. Rectal tempera

ture was kept at 38 С by means of a heating pad. Expired CO2 was monitored 

using an infant capnograph (Gould-Godart) and the end-tidal CO2 level was 

kept between 5.0% and 5.5% by adjusting the stroke volume of the respiration 

pump. The femoral artery of the hind limb was cannulated to measure arterial 

blood pressure and to administer a solution of gallamine (4 mg/kg/hr) and 

d-tubocurarine chloride (I mg/kg/hr) in 5% glucose. This combination of 

paralysing agents is optimal for eliminating eye movements in the rhesus 

monkey (Pease, 1973). A hole was drilled in the skull above the superior 

colliculus and the dura beneath removed. EEG electrodes were implanted over 

the frontal cortex. The ECG (heart rate) was measured using subcutaneous 

electrodes. The wound on the head was locally anaesthetized by infiltration 

of 0.5% marcaine-adrenaline, a long-acting local anaesthetic. Pressure 

points of the ear bars were treated with Xylocaine jelly before fixation of 

the head. During the experiment, the head was fixated by means of a stain

less steel ball screwed on to the skull and the animal was ventilated 

artificially with a mixture of 70% nitrous oxide and 30% oxygen. 

Pupils were dilated with 2% atropine sulphate and 10% phenylephrine, and 

0.2% novesine was used to anaesthetize the eyes before mounting the contact 

lenses. PÍano contact lenses of appropriate curvature with an artificial 

pupil of 3 mm in diameter were used to keep the corneas moist. The refractive 

error of the eyes with piano contact lenses was measured by means of a 

retinoscope and corrected by supplementary spectacle lenses to focus a 

tangent screen at a distance of 57 en from the eyes on the retinas. Most 

animals were maintained for about A0 hours. Overnight the contact lenses were 

removed to allow oxigenation of the corneas. 

Tungsten micro-electrodes (Haer, type 25-20-2/3 and 26-20-2/3, impedance 
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from 1 ΜΩ to 10 ΜΩ at 1000 Hz) were used to record single unit activity and 

to nark recording sites by means of electrolytic lesions (5 yA anodal 

current for 60 sec). The electrode was lowered by means of a hydraulic 

microdrive (Wells) in the Horsley-Clarke vertical through the overlying 

brain tissue. 

At the end of the experiment the animal was deeply anaesthetized and 

perfused with saline followed by 10% formalin. After fixation in 10% 

formalin the brain was embedded in albumin and 40 μ frozen sections were 

cut parallel to the electrode penetrations. The sections were mounted, 

traced for electrolytic lesions and stained with cresyl violet for 

histological examination. 

By means of a slide projector (halogen lamp as light source), light 

or dark spots and slits of different sizes could be projected on the back 

of a translucent screen of 40 χ 40 degrees. These stimuli could be flashed 

on and off by means of an electronic shutter in the light beam, and be 

moved horizontally and/or vertically by means of two servomotor driven 

mirrors.The electronic shutter had rise and fall times of 3 msec. The white 

light stimuli had a luminance of 160 cd/m¿ on a background of 9 cd/m . The 
2 

dark stimuli had a luminance of 12 cd/m on a white background of 120 
2 

cd/m . Moving slits and flashing spots were used as search stimuli. The 

unit responses were displayed as dot displays on a computer oscilloscope 

and recorded on magnetic tape for later analysis by means of a PDP 11/45 

computer. 

1.3. Results 

A total of 135 units were studied in the superior colliculus of the rhesus 

monkey. Recordings were made of 25 units for more than 4 hours, sometimes 

up to 10 hours. In all experiments visual stimuli were applied to the 

dominant eye, most often the contralateral one. Each of these 25 units was 

stimulated with stationary flashing spots of various sizes and frequencies, 

and with spots and slits of various lengths and widths, moving in the 4 

main directions with various velocities. The remaining 110 units delivered 

additional information from incomplete experiments. Most units could be 

located histologically, and were found to lie in the superficial layers of 

the superior colliculus. All 135 units could be characterized as pan-

directional according to the criteria of Goldberg and Kurtz (1972). In 
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contrast to Goldberg and Wurtz (1972) and Schiller and Koerner (1971) we 

could not find directionally selective cells and jerk detectors in our 

preparation. 

1.3.1. Responses to small moving stimuli 

Receptive fields were scanned by means of a small spot of 0.5 degrees in 

diameter moving at a constant velocity of 40 /sec either horizontally or 

vertically and scanning successively the whole screen of АО χ АО degrees. 

Figure 1.1. shows such receptive field scans for six units. The shape of 

the activating region was always circular or slightly elliptical. The 

spontaneous activity was in general very low and when clearly present very 

short bursts of 5 - 15 spikes (firing frequency from 700 to 800 Hz) 

appeared at irregular time intervals (upper three units in Fig.1.1.). The 

bursting type of spontaneous activity was also present in total darkness. 

In agreement with the findings of Cynader and Berman (1972) 95% of the 

units of our sample had binocular receptive fiels, the remaining 5% had 

large monocular receptive fields lying in the far temporal visual field, 

The sizes of the activating regions, measured with the small moving soot, 

varied widely from less than 2 degrees up to 16 degrees in diameter as 

shown in Fig.1.2. About half of all units had an activating region between 

2 and A degrees in diameter. For technical reasons we could not plot 

retinal landmarks accurately so that no correlation could be made between 

the diameter of the activating region and retinal eccentricity. As is 

known from earlier studies (Cynader and Berman, 1972; Schiller and Koerner, 

1971) there is a positive correlation between the size of the activating 

region and retinal eccentricity in the superior colliculus of the rhesus 

monkey. The above authors found a greater proportion of units with an 

activating region smaller than 2 degrees in diameter than we did. This 

difference may be due to different criteria to determine the size of the 

activating region. They used a small hand-held projector to map the 

receptive field. 

In units which have clear spontaneous activity, sometimes a suppression 

of the spontaneous activity could be observed in an area around the 

activating region (e.g. unit 78-2 in Fig.1.1.). The presence of such a 

suppressive region was confirmed in another experiment using a narrow 

slit instead of a small spot to make the receptive field scan (Fig.1.3.). 
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Fig I 1 Dot displays of receptive field scans of six pan-directional cells in the superficial layers of the 
superior colliculus An area of 40 χ 40 degrees was scanned by means of a small spot of 0 5 degrees 
m diameter moving vertically at a constant velocity of 40 degrees/sec in 100 successive horizontal 
positions of the visual field 
Receptive fields studied in this way show circular or slightly elliptical shapes of their activating 
region Note the bursting character of the spontaneous activity in the upper three units 

Taking into account the length of the slit, it appears that the size of 

the activating region derived from Fig.1.3. is about equal to that derived 

from dot displays such as are shown in Fig.1.1. 

1.3.2. Responses to stationary flashing spots of different sizes 

Post stimulus time histograms (PSTHs) of responses of a typical unit to long 

duration square wave pulses of light are shown in Fig.1.4. The responses 

at light-on and at light-off were always of the transient type. Small spots 

flashing on and off yielded an on-off response in any position within the 

activating region. With increasing spot diameter (spots of constant bright

ness), changes in the spike content of the burst and the latency time 

occurred both at light-on and at light-off. 
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Fig 1 2 Distribution of the diameters of the activating region of 65 pan-directional cells. The diameter has 
been averaged from receptive field scan dot displays such as shown in Fig 1.1. in four directions 
of movement (upward, downward, to the left and to the right) Note that a logarithmically 
increasing class size has been used. 
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Fig 1.3 Dot display of a receptive field scan of a spontaneously active pan-directional cell showing a 
suppressive surround Instead of a small spot a narrow slit of 1 χ 18 degrees (long axis perpendicular 
to the direction of movement) was used as stimulus Other stimulus parameters are the same as in 
Fig 1 1. 
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Fig 1 4 Post stimulus time histograms (PSTHs) of a pan-directional cell m response to spots of different 
sizes flashing on and off m the receptive field every second Fach PSTH represents the average 
of responses to 100 stimulus presentations Stimuli were centred in the activating region Spot 
diameters are indicated above each histogram Firing rate has been calculated using a bin width 
of 5 msec See Fig 1 1 for the receptive field scan dot display of this unit 

With increasing spot size the number oí spikes in the burst first 

increases, reaches a maximum and then decreases (Fig.l.SA). The number of 

spikes in the burst is defined as the number of spikes during the first 

150 msec after light-on or light-off averaged from 100 stimulus presenta

tions (the burst is always enclosed by this time interval and the contri

bution of spike discharges before and after the burst is negligible). 

The decrease in the number of snikes in the burst (Fig.l.SA) indicates 

that the activating region is surrounded by a suppressive region (see also 

Fig.1.3). In contrast to retinal receptive field surrounds, no spike 

responses could be evoked from the suppressive region. Stimulating the 

suppressive region with flashing annuii yielded a transient suppression 

(100-200 msec) of spontaneous activity both at light-on and at light-off. 

This suppressive region can inhibit the responses to stimulation in the 
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Fig. 1.5. A. the number of spikes in the burst at light-on and at light-off as a function of spot diameter. 
The number of spikes in the burst was averaged from 100 stimulus presentations both at light-on and 

light-off. 

B. The latency time (time at half top value of rising phase of the burst in the PSTH as criterion) at 

light-on and at light-off as a function of spot diameter. 

С The number of spikes in the burst at light-on for 12 pan-directional cells as a function of spot 
diameter. 
All units show an increase, a maximum or plateau and a decrease in burst size. The labelled 
curves are referred to in the following chapter. 
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activating region. With increasing spot size the suppressive influence 

becomes greater, indicating, in agreement with the findings of Schiller and 

Koerner (1971) and Goldberg and Wurtz (1972), that spatial summation takes 

place in the suppressive region. 

The increase in the number of spikes in the burst (Fig.l.5A) indicates 

that spatial summation also takes place in the activating region. In the 

following section it will be argued that spatial summation of excitation 

in the activating region saturates at an area smaller than the activating 

region. 

The presence of summation in both the activating region and suppressive 

region could be demonstrated in almost all units studied. Figure 1.5C shows 

these effects for a number of units taking only the on-responses. The off 

responses behave in a similar way to the on responses. 

The time interval between the onset or offset of the stimulus and the 

time at half the top value of the rising phase of the burst in the PSTH 

was used as the measure for the latency time. Concurrent with the increase 

of the number of spikes in the burst, the latency time decreases and 

reaches a constant value at almost the same spot diameter at which the 

number of spikes in the burst reaches the maximum (Fig.l.SB). In units 

which show a plateau rather than a maximum, the latency time reaches its 

lowest value at a spot size almost equal to that at which the number of 

spikes in the burst reaches the plateau. Using the time at the beginning 

of the burst instead of the time at half the top value causes a downward 

shift of the whole curve and the spot diameter at which the latency 

time reaches the constant value remains the same. 

1.3.3. Comparison of the diameter of activating region and optimal spot 

size 

The spot diameter, which yields the maximum number of spikes in the burst 

(^spikes)» and t^6 spot diameter at which the latency time reaches the 

constant lowest value (^latency) were determined and compared with the 

diameter of the activating region determined with the small moving spot. In 

agreement with the findings of Schiller and Koerner (1971) and Goldberg and 

Wurtz (1972), the spot diameter which yields the maximum number of spikes 

in the burst is smaller than the diameter of the activating region as 

shown in Fig.l.6A. As shown in Fig.l.6B, Dspikes a n^ ^latency a r e about 
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equal in each unit. Plotting Dl
a
tency instead of 0

8
ρϊ^

ε 3
 against the 

diameter of the activating region yields a similar picture as in Fig.l.6A. 

If all parts of the activating region contribute to the spike response, 

the latency time might, in theory, become shorter until the whole activating 

region is covered by a visual stimulus. Instead, the latency time actually 

reaches its lowest value at a spot diameter smaller than the diameter of 

the activating region. The optimal stimulus which yields the maximum 

number of spikes with the shortest latency varies from 1 to 4 degrees in 

diameter while the diameter of the activating region varies from 1.5 to 

13 degrees in this sample of units. 

For optimally sized stimuli, the peak firing rate in the burst 

scatters considerably (from 200 to 800 spikes /sec) among different units. 

No relation exists between the peak firing rate and Dg-j^gg or Dlatency 

Units which show a large difference between Dspikes
 a n

^ ^^
6
 diameter of 

the activating region do not have higher peak firing reates in the bursts 

than the remaining units. Thus, the discrepancy between the size of optimal 

stimulus and activating region is probably not simply caused by saturation 

in firing frequency. 

Goldberg and Wurtz (1972) have shown that spatial summation is 

restricted to a very small area of the activating region and therefore they 

suggest that little spatial summation occurs in the activating region. 

From our sample of cells we can argue that spatial summation within the 

activating region can be shown in all units for stimulus sizes smaller 

than the optimal one. 

That spatial summation does not occur over the whole area of the 

activating region could be confirmed by the following. Figure 1.7. shows 

the relation between the number of spikes in the burst and spot size, and 

the relation between peak firing rate in the burst and the spot size for 

two units. In unit 84-3 no suppressive surround influence is discernible 

(see also Fig.1.1.). If spot diameter is increased, the number of spikes 

in the burst increases and reaches a plateau at a spot diameter of 1.5 

degrees. A further increase of spot diameter has no influence on the number 

of spikes in the burst. The peak firing rate in the burst follows the same 

course as the number of spikes and a plateau is reached at the same spot 

diameter. The activating region of this unit had a diameter of 3 degrees. 

In the absence of a suppressive surround, the optimal stimulus is still 

smaller than the activating region which means that saturation of excitation 
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Fig 1 6 A Relationship between the stimulus diameter (Dspjcgs) which yields the maximum number of 

spikes m the burst using on-off stimulation and the diameter of the activating region determined 
with a small moving spot 

В Relationship between the stimulus diameter at which the latency time reaches the constant 
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maximal number of spikes in the burst (Dspjfces) 
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Fig 1 7 The number of spikes in the burst at light-on and the peak firing rate in the burst as a function of spot 
diameter for a unit lacking an inhibitory surround (A) and for a unit with an inhibitory surround (B) 
Arrows indicate the diameter of the activating region 

takes place. Unit 75-1 shows a clear suppressive surround influence on the 

number of spikes in the burst. The peak firing rate in the burst reaches a 

plateau at a spot diameter where the number of spikes in the burst becomes 

maximal, just as in unit 84-3. The activating region of unit 75-1 has a 

diameter of 9 degrees while the optimal stimulus has a diameter of 3 

degrees. Stimuli greater than the optimal stimulus leave the peak firing 

rate almost unaffected. This means that the inhibition has almost no 

influence dn the peak of the burst and certainly no influence on the latency 

time. The inhibitory mechanism must have a latency time longer than that of 

the excitatory mechanism. 

To summarize, flashing stimuli which yield the maximal number of spikes 

with the shortest latency cover an area of the receptive field which is 

smaller than the activating region. It is likely that this is caused by 

saturation of excitation rather than by summation of inhibition as suggested 

by Sterling (1975). 
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1.3.4. Comparison of on and off responses 

At different stimulus diameters the on and off responses were of about equal 

magnitude in most units, which is in agreement with the findings of Schiller 

et al (1974). Using optimal stimuli only 2 out of 22 units showed a differ

ence in strength between on and off response greater than 50%. 

If the stimulus area is increased, the latency time will decrease and 

reach a constant value both at light-on and at light-off. These constant 

values at light-on are plotted against those at light-off for 22 units 

(Fig.1.8.). The latency times at light-on range from 34 to 60 msec with a 

mean of 43.5 msec and at light-off from 31 to 70 msec with a mean of 45.5 

msec. In 95% of this sample of units the difference in latency time 

between on and off response is smaller than 9 msec. In conclusion it can 

be said that the latencies at light-on and light-off are about equal. 

After dark adaptation for 30 minutes a clear cut on-off response could 

be elicited with the same latencies at light-on and light-off. In Tupaia, 

latency at light-off (msec) 

70-

60-

50 

40 

30 

30 40 50 60 70 
latency at light-on (ms) 

Fig 1 8 Relationship between the latency time at light-on and the latency time at light-off The 
constant low values, as obtained from curves like in Fig 1 5 В have been taken in this 
figure The drawn line indicates equality of the parameters 
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a primitive monkey, the latency of the surround response of retinal 

ganglion cells after dark adaptation is much longer than that of the centre 

response (Laak, 1975). In cat retinal ganglion cells it is known that after 

dark adaptation the retinal surround response is very weak or absent 

(Barlow and Levick, 1969; Cleland et al., 1973). If the same is true for 

monkey retinal ganglion cells, this means that collicular on and off 

responses cannot simply be due to on-surround responses of retinal off-

centre cells or to off-surround responses of retinal on-centre cells. 

1.4. Discussion 

1.4.1. The model 

Based on the foregoing results we propose a model of spatial and temporal 

properties of centre and surround mechanisms (Fig.1.9.). In this model the 

output of the neurone (activation, suppression) is determined by addition 

of signals from an excitatory centre mechanism (E) and an inhibitory 

surround mechanism (I), which have different spatial and temporal properties. 

The centre is covered by the spatially more extensive surround. An 

important assumption is that spatial summation of the excitatory mechanism 

shows saturation whereas the inhibitory mechanism shows spatial summation 

over its whole area (Fig.l.9A). It is assumed that E-I finds its expression 

in the burst size (compare E-I versus spot diameter in Fig.l.9A to Fig. 

1.5A). In the temporal domain, both mechanisms have in common that they 

have a transient response at light-on and at light-off. The surround 

response has a longer latency and a slower rate of decay than the centre 

response. This is illustrated in Fig.l.9B for two spot diameters: D. is 

the spot diameter at which saturation of excitation occurs, D„ is the 

diameter of the inhibitory area. 

These assumptions are supported qualitatively by the following 

experimental findings: 

1. The field size as determined with small spots is often much larger 

than the optimum spot size in a spot enlargement experiment (Fig.l.6A). 

This can be understood by saturation of the centre excitation at the 

optimum spot size. As similar phenomena are observed in cells with only 

a weak or no surround (Fig.l.7A) there is no need to postulate a 

complicated kind of interaction between excitatory centre and inhibitory 

surround signals to explain this difference. 
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Fig 1 9 The model A Spatial distribution of excitation (E) and inhibition (I), and the influence of 
stimulus size on both the excitatory and inhibitory mechanism В Temporal distribution of 
excitation and inhibition at two different stimulus sizes 
For explanation see text 
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2. Increasing the size of centred stimuli leads first to an increase in 

burst size accompanied with shortening of latency, followed at still 

larger stimuli, by smaller bursts at constant latency (Fig.l.SA and B). 

The initial increase in burst size and shortening of latency reflects 

excitation summation until saturation occurs. Further increase of 

stimulus size leads to further spatial summation of inhibitory surround 

signals. These stronger inhibitory signals affect primarily the later 

portion of the burst and are delayed too much to change latency (Fig. 

1.5B) and peak firing rate of the burst (Fig.1.7.) which are determined 

by the excitation strength. The fact that in most units of Fig.l.SC the 

burst size already decreases at spot diameters smaller than the diameter 

of the activating region (see also Figs.l.6A and 1.7B) indicates that in 

these units the surround mechanism is also present beneath the centre 

mechanism. 

3. All units studied show a transient spike response both to onset and 

offset of a visual stimulus within the receptive field centre. This 

transient response character is also present in units which have a weak 

or no surround. This means that the excitatory centre signal has a 

transient time course by itself. Annuli in the surround suppress the 

spontaneous activity for 100-200 msec both at light-on and light-off. 

At stimulus sizes larger than the optimal stimulus a suppression of 

100-200 msec is visible behind the transient burst of spikes in some 

units. These facts indicate that the inhibitory surround signal has a 

slower rate of decay than the excitatory centre signal. 

4. Simulation experiments described in the following chapter show that the 

general response characteristics to moving stimuli can be predicted by 

using a set of receptive field parameters derived from responses to 

stationary flashing stimuli. 

1.4.2. A possible wiring diagram 

A tentative wiring diagram depicting possible connections underlying the 

centre-surround organization will now be presented (Fig.1.10). Using the 

terminology of Burke and Sefton (1966 a and b) in their studies on the rat 

geniculate body, two types of cells are postulated: principal cells (P-cells) 

and interneurones (I-cells). The cells discussed in this chapter are assumed 

to be P-cells. Concerning the excitatory input of the P-cell two possibil

ities exist: 1. input from on-centre and off-centre retinal ganglion cells 
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(shown in Fig.1.10.); 2. input from on-off centre retinal ganglion cells. The 

excitatory input to the P-cells coming directly from retinal cells is 

responsible for the centre mechanism. The inhibitory input for the P-cell 

comes from an I-cell which is responsible for the surround mechanism. 

Concerning the excitatory input of the I-cell again two possibilities exist: 

1. input from retinal axon collaterals (forward inhibition); 2. input from 

P-cell axon collaterals (backward inhibition). The latter possibility has 

been shown in Fig.1.10. Whether self-inhibition plays an important role 

or not, remains to be seen (see chapter 2). 

The scheme in Fig.1.10. is in line with the following experimental 

findings : 

retina superior colliculus 

A 

+: on - c e n t r e cell 

- : o f f - c e n t r e cell 

±: on-off centre cell 

С : exci tatory centre of P2 

S : inhibitory surround of P2 

—< : exci tatory synapse 

—ι i n h i b i t o r y synapse 

Fig. 1.10. Tentative wiring diagram of the centre-surround organization of pan-directional cells in the 
superficial layers of the superior colliculus. For explanation see text. 
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1. The superior colliculus gets visual input directly from the retina and 

indirectly via the geniculostriate system. In contrast to findings in 

the cat (Berman and Cynader, 1972; Rizzolatti et al., 1970; Wickeigren 

and Sterling, 1969), in the rhesus monkey ablation or cooling of the 

visual cortex has little or no effect on response characteristics of 

units in the superficial layers of the superior colliculus (Schiller 

et al., 1974). Consequently, input from retinal ganglion cells seems 

to be more important than cortical input. 

2. Recently De Monasterio and Gouras (1975) have divided the retinal 

ganglion cells of the rhesus monkey into three general classes: 1. 

colour-opponent cells; 2. broad-band cells and 3. non-concentric cells. 

Colour opponent retinal ganglion cells cannot form a major input 

for the superior colliculus, because colour opponency cannot be found 

in the superior colliculus of the rhesus monkey (Schiller and Koerner, 

1971, Marrocco and Li, 1977; own experience). Moreover, Schiller and 

Malpeli (1977) have recently shown that colour-opponent retinal ganglion 

cells cannot be activated antidromically from the superior colliculus. 

The class of broad-band retinal ganglion cells is divided into two 

groups with regard to their colour sensitivity: colour-opponent cells 

and non-opponent cells (De Monasterio and Gouras, 1975). The latter group 

has the following properties: 1. concentrically organized receptive 

fields with either on- or off-centres; 2. rather similar responses to 

all parts of the spectrum; 3. relatively strong antagonistic surrounds 

and 4. a tendency to respond transiently to maintained stimuli. Based 

on properties 1, 2 and 4 it is likely that non-opponent broad-band 

cells can form a retinal input for the pan-directional cells in the 

monkey superior colliculus. Recently, Schiller and Malpeli (1977) have 

shown that the majority of the retinal ganglion cells which can be 

activated antidromically from the superior colliculus are non-opponent 

broad-band cells. The Y-cells found in the cat retina (Enroth-Cugell and 

Robson, 1966; Stone and Fukuda, 1974; Fukuda and Stone, 1974; Cleland 

et al., 1973; Ikeda and Wright, 1972) and the non-opponent broad-band 

cells of the rhesus monkey retina project both to the superior colliculus. 

The Y-cells in the cat project to both the lateral geniculate body and 

the superior colliculus. In contrast to X-cells, the Y-cells respond up 

to relatively high velocities of movement which is also true for the 

pan-directional cells in the superior colliculus of the rhesus monkey 
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(Marrocco and Li, 1977; chapter 2). 

One group of cells in the class of non-concentric retinal ganglion 

cells (De Monasterio and Gouras, 1975) shows extremely transient 

responses (one or two impulses) either at light-on or light-off, or both 

at light-on and light-off with equal latencies. These cells have almost 

no spontaneous activity, do not have an antagonistic surround and 

respond to moving stimuli. Schiller and Malpeli (1977) also describe 

retinotectal cells among their "rarely encountered class" of retinal 

ganglion cells which show on-off responses. These cells have a relatively 

low spontaneous activity, lack colour sensitivity and have an inhibitory 

surround. Cells of these types are other candidates to form a retinal 

input for the pan-directional cells in the monkey superior colliculus. 

In case of a retinal input from on-off cells, the wiring diagram in 

Fig.1.10. has to be changed in that only one connection exists between 

retinal cells and principal cells. Whether the inhibitory surround of 

principal cells is already made in the retina or nor could not be 

decided for lack of consistent data in this respect from such retinal 

ganglion cells. The groups of non-concentric and rarely encountered 

cells resemble the W-cells found in the cat retina (Stone and Hoffmann, 

1972; Stone and Fukuda, 1974; Fukuda and Stone, 197A), which have been 

found to project predominantly to the superior colliculus. 

Up to 40 degrees eccentricity in the rhesus monkey retina most ganglion 

cells have receptive field centre sizes of below 1.0 degree in diameter 

(De Monasterio and Gouras, 1975). In the superficial layers of the 

superior colliculus most units have an activating region of more than 

1.0 degree in diameter (Fig.1.2; Cynader and Herman, 1972; Schiller 

and Koerner, 1971). This means that several retinal ganglion cells must 

converge upon one pan-directional cell in the superior colliculus. 

The latency times at light-on and light-off are about equal (Fig.1.8.). 

In both on-centre and off-centre cells of the cat retina, differences 

of 20-40 msec have been found (Maffei et al., 1970; Coenen et al.,1971) 

between centre and surround response latencies, whereas Krüger and 

Fischer (1975) found a difference of 9 msec. In the lateral geniculate 

body a difference between centre and surround response latencies also 

exists which can be understood from the retinal centre and surround 

response (Coenen et al., 1972; Singer and Creutzfeldt, 1970). This 

means that retinal surround réponses do not play a major role in the 
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collicular on-off response latencies. 

The response magnitudes at light-on and light-off are of equal strength 

in most units, and after dark adaptation on- and off-responses occur 

with about equal latencies and response magnitudes. These facts make 

it likely that the centre responses of pan-directional cells are built 

up by inputs from retinal centre mechanisms, rather than that retinal 

centre and surround mechanisms are responsible for the on-off response 

character of pan-directional cells. 

The surround mechanism of pan-directional cells in the superior 

colliculus has been found to be only inhibitory. If retinal surround 

mechanisms are of importance, excitatory surround responses of retinal 

origin with latencies longer than those of the centre responses should 

be present in collicular units. However, the excitatory surround 

responses of retinal origin, when present, would be largely suppressed, 

because they coincide in time with the inhibitory intracollicular 

surround mechanism which has a relatively long duration and a latency 

time longer than that of the excitatory centre mechanism. Sometimes the 

burst of spikes at light-on and light-off is followed by a small burst 

with a delay corresponding to the difference between retinal centre 

and surround latencies. This small burst may represent the retinal 

excitatory surround response. This would make inputs from non-opponent 

broad-band cells more likely than inputs from non-concentric or rarely 

encountered retinal ganglion cells, because the latter cells do not 

show an excitatory surround response. 

5. There is anatomical evidence that the superficial layers of the monkey 

superior colliculus contain synapses of collicular origin with flattened 

vesicles (Lund, 1972; Tigges and Tigges, 1976) which are believed to 

be inhibitory. It is not necessary that the inhibitory input should 

reach the P-cell via the axon of the I-cell. Inhibitory effects from 

I-cells can also reach P-cells via dendrodendritic synapses in the triad 

systems, well known from ultrastructural studies of the lateral 

geniculate body (Hâmori et al., 1975) which have been found to be present 

in the superficial layers of the rhesus monkey superior colliculus 

(Tigges and Tigges, 1976). 

1.5. Summary 

1. Responses of pan-directional cells in the superficial layers of the 
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superior colliculus in paralysed anaesthetized rhesus monkeys to stationary 

flashing stimuli have been studied. 

2. The receptive field centre response is always of the transient excitatory 

on-off type, while the surround response is transient inhibitory both at 

light-on and at light-off. The receptive field centres are circular or 

slightly elliptical. The average size of the receptive field centres is 

much larger than those of retinal ganglion cells. All units except those 

in the far temporal periphery receive binocular input. In each unit the 

on and off responses have the same latency times. With increasing stimulus 

area, the latency time at light-on and at light-off first decreases and 

then remains constant. In most units the number of spikes in the burst at 

light-on and at light-off first increases, reaches a maximum and then 

decreases with increasing stimulus area. This decrease demonstrates the 

presence of an inhibitory surround. 

3. A model of spatial and temporal properties of centre and surround 

mechanisms is proposed. Addition of excitatory centre input and inhibitory 

surround input, which have different spatial and temporal properties, 

determines the output of the neurone. The centre mechanism gets excitatory 

input from retinal ganglion cells and shows saturation. The inhibitory 

surround mechanism is made by an inhibitory interneurone. It could not be 

decided whether the excitatory input for this interneurone comes from 

retinal axon collaterals (forward inhibition) or from axon collaterals of 

"principal" cells in the superior colliculus (backward inhibition). 
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C H A P T E R 2 

RESPONSES OF SINGLE UNITS IN THE MONKEY SUPERIOR COLLICULUS TO MOVING 

STIMULI 

2.1. Introduction 

Various single unit studies have been published on response characteristics 

of superior colliculus neurones to stationary flashing and moving visual 

stimuli in both paralysed rhesus monkeys (Cynader and Berman, 1972; Schiller 

and Koerner, 1971; Marrocco and Li, 1977) and alert rhesus monkeys (Goldberg 

and Wurtz, 1972; Robinson and Wurtz, 1976). The pan-directional cells which 

comprise about 90% of the visual cells in the superficial layers appear to 

have a centre-surround organization. The excitatory centre giving on and 

off responses is surrounded by an inhibitory surround which can suppress 

the responses to centre stimulation, but from which no spike responses 

can be evoked. The shape and the direction of movement of moving stimuli 

is not critical and, again, unit responses are diminished when stimuli 

invade the suppressive surround. It has often been asserted that this 

type of neurones prefers moving visual stimuli to stationary flashing 

ones, but no explicit experiments have been done concerning the degree to 

which responses to stationary flashing and moving stimuli differ from each 

other and why these responses should be different. Further research is 

required into this (see discussion). 

The aim of the present study was to see to what extent pan-directional 

cell responses to moving stimuli fit in with what would be expected from 

their responses to stationary flashing stimuli. We therefore studied 

leading and trailing edge responses in pan-directional cells by using 

moving slits of various widths and lengths, and moving spots of various 

diameters. Unit responses to a wide range of stimulus velocities and 

stationary flashing stimuli were compared. The response characteristics of 

pan-directional cells to moving stimuli can be explained on the basis of a 

model of information processing derived from experiments with stationary 
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flashing stimuli described in the previous chapter. 

2.2. Methods 

The experiments were performed on adult rhesus monkeys weighing 2-6 kg. 

During the initial preparations anaesthesia was maintained by a mixture 

of about 70% nitrous oxide, 0.5% halothane and 30% oxygen, and during the 

experiments by a mixture of 70% nitrous oxide and 30% oxygen. The animals 

were paralysed by a mixture of gallamine (4 mg/kg/hr) and d-tubocurarine 

(1 mg/kg/hr) in 5% glucose solution. Body temperature was maintained at 

38 C. Ventilation was through an oral trachea tube and the end-tidal CO2 

level was held between 5.0% and 5.5%. Pupils were dilated with 2% atropine 

sulphate and 10% phenylephrine. Piano contact lenses prevented drying of 

the corneas and supplementary spectacle lenses were used to correct the 

refractive error. 

Light or dark spots of various diameters and light slits of various 

widths and lengths were used. These stimuli could be moved horizontally 

and/or vertically by means of two servomotor driven mirrors. The servo

motors were driven by a function generator. Different stimulus velocities 

were obtained by varying the frequency of the triangular waveform, while 

holding the amplitude constant. 

A total of 135 units were studied in the superficial layers of the 

superior colliculus all of which could be classified as pan-directional. 

This series of experiments was carried out simultaneously with the 

experiments on stationary flashing stimuli described in the previous 

chapter which contains more details of the experimental methods used. 

2.3. Results 

2.3.1. Responses to moving stimuli of different sizes 

When visual stimuli move across the receptive field of pan-directional 

units, a transient response is evoked both when the leading and the trailing 

edge of the stimulus crosses the receptive field centre. We will refer to 

these two responses as the leading and the trailing edge response respective

ly (Bishop et al., 1971 a and b)• Figure 2.1. shows peristimulus time 

histograms (PSTHs) for two units to light spots of various diameters 

moving at a constant velocity of 40°/sec in two opposite directions. A 
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transient response, characteristic of stationary flashing stimuli, is 

again preserved when moving stimuli are used. At spot diameters above a 

certain size both a leading and trailing edge response of about equal 

strength are present. Decreasing the diameter of the spot reduces the 

trailing edge response until, at small spot diameters, only a small peak 

or a shoulder on the back side of the leading edge response peak remains. 

Essentially the same results could be obtained with stimuli of reversed 

contrast (not shown). 

The number of spikes in the leading edge response (NL) and in the 

trailing edge response (NT) as a function of spot diameter is shown in 

Fig.2.2. These two units (the same as in Fig.2.I.) were selected because 

of the difference in strength of their suppressive surrounds, as determined 

from spot enlargement experiments using stationary flashing stimuli (see 

chapter 1). The strength of the suppressive surround varies from unit to 

unit forming a continuum from very weak to very strong. As can be seen, 

NL of unit 84-3, which has a very weak surround is constant over the range 

of spot diameters used, while NL of unit 83-2, which has a strong surround, 

first increases a little, reaches a maximum and then decreases with 

increasing spot diameter (see also Fig.2.ЗА). At small spot diameters NL 

may contain a small contribution of the trailing edge response, because 

with small moving spots the leading and trailing edge responses cannot 

be separated in the PSTHs. In almost all units the course of NL as a 

function of spot diameter resembles that of the number of spikes in the 

on or off responses using stationary flashing stimuli, described in the 

previous chapter. Just as in the spot enlargement experiment with stationary 

flashing stimuli, also with moving spots NL reaches its maximum at a spot 

diameter almost always smaller than the diameter of the activating region 

(indicated by arrows in Figs.2.2. and 2.3.) as determined with a small 

moving spot of 0.5 . As was noticed in the previous chapter, the fact that 

NL reaches its maximum at a spot dianeter smaller than the diameter of the 

activating region indicates that the centre saturates. The spot diameters 

where NL and the number of spikes at light-on or light-off reach their 

maxima are about equal. 

However, the responses to moving spots generally differ from those to 

flashing spots in that the duration and the strength of the leading edge 

response are larger than the duration and strength of responses to on-off 

stimuli at corresponding spot diameters. As will be shown below these 
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Fig. 2.1. Peri-stimulus time histograms of two pan-directional units in response to moving light 
spots of different diameters indicated on the right side of each pair of histograms. The 
amplitude of movement was 40 degrees and the velocity 40o/sec. Each PSTH shows 
the responses to upward and downward stimulus movement and is the average response 
to 10Θ stimulus presentations. Spot sizes were enlarged concentrically. Firing rate 
has been calculated using a bin width of 5 msec. 
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Fig 2 2 Number of spikes m the leading edge response (NL) and in the trailing edge response (NT) 
as a function of spot diameter for the same two units as in Fig 2 1 NL and NT gives the 
average number of spikes from 100 stimulus presentations The size of the activating region, 
as measured with a moving spot of 0 5 degree in diameter, has been indicated as arrows 
below the abscissa The amplitude of movement was 40 degrees, the direction upward and 
the velocity 40 0/sec The number of spikes in the on response as a function of spot 
diameter of unit 84-3 and 83-2 has been given in Fig 1 7A and Fig 1 5C respectively of 
the previous chapter Judged from these data unit 84-3 has a very weak suppressive 
surround, while unit 83-2 clearly does have a suppressive surround 

differences can be explained. 

With increasing spot diameter the trailing edge response (NT) increases 

in all units (see Fig. 2.2. and 2.ЗА). In units with a very weak suppressive 

surround NT increases rather steeply (unit 84-3 in Fig.2.2.), while in units 

with a clear suppressive surround NT increases more gradually (unit 83-2 

in Fig. 2.2. and unit 78-2 in Fig. 2.ЗА). It appears that NT reaches the 

same value as NL at large spot diameters (unit 84-3 in Fig.2.2. and unit 

78-2 in Fig.2.ЗА) in all those units where the number of spikes at light-

on and at light-off are about equal. That the inequality of NL and NT in 

some units, at large spot diameters, is really related to the on-off balance 

in response to stationary stimuli is confirmed by the observation that the 

inequality can be reversed by reversal of stimulus contrast; for example 

in unit 83-2 of Fig.2.2., NT remains below NL at large moving light spots 

and for stationary flashing stimuli the on-response is stronger than the 

off-response. Using moving spots of reversed contrast in this unit yield a 
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larger value of NT as compared to NL at large spot diameters. 

In order to study the influence of the width and length of a moving 

stimulus on the response separately, a series of light slits of various 

widths and of constant length, and a series of light slits of various 

lengths and constant width were used. Stimulation with this kind of stimuli 

has the advantage that effects of stimulus size on the leading and trailing 

edge response and on the suppressive surround can be studied in isolation. 

Figure 2.3B shows NL and NT of one unit as a function of slit width. The 

slit length (18 degrees) was large enough to cover both the centre and the 

surround of the receptive field. For comparison NL and NT as a function of 

spot diameter is given for the same unit in Fig.2.ЗА. As can be seen, NL 

remains constant over the range of slit widths used and has about the same 

value as NL for large spot diameters. The different course of NL with spots 

and slits can be explained. With increasing spot diameter the centre 

activation increases until saturation of the centre mechanism occurs and 

thereafter the surround activation continues to increase suppressing the 

centre response more and more. 
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Fig. 2.3. Number of spikes in the leading edge response (NL) and in the trailing edge response (NT) as a 
function of spot diameter (A) and as a function of slit width (B) The length of the slit in В was 
18 degrees, large enough to cover both centre and surround of the receptive field The curves 
in A and В were obtained from the same unit The number of spikes in the on response as a 
function of spot diameter for this unit has been given in Fig 1 5C of the previous chapter. See 
further legends of Fig. 2.2 
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Fig 2 4 Number of spikes in the leading edge response (NL) and in the trading edge response (NT) 
as a function of slit length The width of the slit was 7 1 degree and lengthening of the 
slit occurred on both sides of the receptive field centre The number of spikes in the on-
response as a function of spot diameter of this unit has been given in Fig 1 5C of the 
previous chapter See further legends of Fig 2 2 

When the width of long slits increases, the surround activation is naximal 

for all slit widths and the centre activation has already reached satura

tion level for relatively small slit widths. The suppression of the 

trailing edge response (NT) is in general about the same for slits and 

spots. In some units (e.g. unit 78-2 in Fig.2.3.) this suppression is more 

pronounced for slits than for spots, which can be explained by stronger 

suppressive after-effects from the leading edge of the stimulus in the 

slit experiment. 

The influence of the suppressive surround studied by increasing the 

length of a moving slit of constant width is shown in Fig.2.4. As can be 

seen, the suppressive effect of the surround increases with increasing slit 

length both for NL and NT. Comparison of the results of this experiment with 

those of the spot enlargement experiment using stationary flashing stimuli 

shows a pronounced similarity in the shape of the curves (compare Fig.2.4. 

to Fig.l.5C of the previous chapter). In both experiments a sharp decrease 
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of the number of spikes between 2 - 6 degrees is followed in this unit by 

a more gradual decrease at larger stimulus sizes. 

To summarize, the responses to moving spots and slits and to station

ary flashing spots can both be understood in terms of the same underlying 

mechanisms of centre-surround interaction. The centre is responsible for 

the leading and trailing edge responses and the on and off responses. The 

surround, when stimulated, suppresses the responses evoked from the centre. 

2.3.2. Location of the leading and the trailing edge at the start of the 

response 

Using the method of Bishop et al. (1971a) the positions of the leading 

and the trailing edge in the receptive field have been determined at the 

moments the leading and trailing edge responses occur. This has been done 

with spots of various diameters or slits of various widths, moving at a 

constant velocity. We used the time at half the top value of the rising 

phase of the burst in the PSTH as the criterion to define the start of 

the response. The position of the various slits in the slide holder was 

such that at the start of the movement (t = 0) one edge had a fixed 

position in space. For the movement in the upward direction the leading 

edge was fixed and for the movement in the downward direction the trailing 

edge was fixed. The amplitude of movement in this experiment was always 

АО degrees, the velocity 40 /sec. A complete movement in one direction 

lasted, therefore, 1000 msec. In Fig.2.5. the times at which the leading 

and trailing edge responses occur have been plotted as a function of 

slit width taking the start of the movement as t=0. The times for the 

responses of the downward movement have been plotted so that they have 

been mirrored with respect to the turning point. In this way the same 

ordinate in the graph corresponds to the same position in the field for 

both directions of movement. 

The difference between the positions of the leading and the trailing 

edge responses expressed in degrees - calculated by multiplying the 

difference in time of occurrence by the velocity - appears to be equal to 

the slit width except for very narrow slits. This means that by extra

polating slit width to zero the times of appearance of leading and trailing 

edge responses should cross the ordinate at the same point which in fact 

they do. Because latency times at light-on and light-off are equal (see 
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F ig 2 5 Time of appearance of leading and trading edge responses for slits of different width, moving at 
a constant velocity of 40o/sec The points for the upward direction of movement have been 
connected by heavy lines and those for the downward direction by dashed lines The times of 
appearance of leading and trailing edge responses for the two opposite directions of movement 
were plotted mirrored with respect to the turning point Therefore, the tune axis for the 
upward direction of movement, mcreascs upwards (left ordinate) and mercases downwards 
for the downward direction of movement (right ordinate) In this way the same ordinate in the 
graph corresponds to the same position in the field for both directions of movement Because 
the velocity was 40 0/sec, 100 msec corresponds to 4 degrees The lines through the points 
of the leading edge response for the upward direction and of the trailing edge response for 
the downward direction are parallel to the abscissa The lines through the points of the trailing 
edge response for the upward direction and of the leading edge response for the downward 
direction have unit slope TUp indicates the point of the ordinate at which the lines of 
leadmg and trailing edge response for the upward direction of movement cross the ordmate 
^down indicates a similar point for the downward direction of movement These data are 
from the same unit as those in Fig 2 3 

chapter 1) it is plausible to assume that the latency times of leading and 

trailing edge responses are equal (see also below). Therefore, it can be 

concluded that leading and trailing edge responses are evoked at the same 

position in the receptive field. 
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If receptive fields should be infinitely small and have infinitely 

short-lasting, zero-latency leading and trailing edge responses, the curves 

of upward and downward direction of movement should cover each other 

completely. The time difference of about 90 msec between Τ and T, in 

up down 

Fig.2.5. may be caused by: 1. the latency time in the upward direction plus 

the latency time in the downward direction; 2. a difference between the 

positions in the receptive field where leading and trailing edge responses 

are triggered for the two opposite directions of movement; and 3. our 

criterion to define the start of the response. The latency time for moving 

stimuli, determined by the velocity method (see below), is about 45 msec 

in this unit, and the slope of the rising phase of the bursts is generally 

very steep so that the contribution of 3. is very small. Therefore, the 

time difference between T
U
p and Tj^jj is determined almost entirely by the 

latency times of the up- and downward responses. 

While most units behave as unit 78-2 in Fig.2.5, there were some 

cells where the above analysis would lead one to conclude that they had 

differently located discharge regions for leading and trailing edge 

responses. However, those units were also exceptional in that they had 

different on and off latencies for stationary flashing spots. Correcting 

for this latency difference which is also assumed to be present between 

leading and trailing edge responses, allows the conclusion to be drawn 

that the positions in the receptive field at which leading and trailing 

edge responses are evoked appear to be the same. 

To summarize, for a certain direction of movement, leading and 

trailing edge responses are evoked in the same area of the receptive field, 

and for opposite directions of movement these two areas must be very close 

to each other. 

2.3.3. Influence of direction of movement 

All uni'ts from which we have recorded in the superficial layers of the 

superior colliculus could be classified as pan-directional. In contrast to 

Goldberg and Wurtz (1972) and Schiller and Koerner (1971), we have found 

no directionally selective units. Usually we studied unit responses to 

the four main directions of movement (up, down, left, right) for various 

spot diameters. Most units responded equally well to different directions 

of movement. In some units a slight degree of directional sensitivity 

could be observed, but a null direction was never found. This slight degree 
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of directional sensitivity showed up most clearly with spot diameters 

larger than the diameter of the activating region, irrespective of the sign 

of contrast, indicating small asymmetries in the receptive field surround. 

As an initial and provisional conclusion we can say that the receptive 

field centre and surround are symmetrical in all directions for most of 

our units. 

2.3.4. Influence of velocity of movement 

The influence of velocity of movement was studied in a number of units 

starting with a slowly moving stimulus during the first stimulus sweep, 

immediately followed by a slightly faster moving stimulus during the second 

stimulus sweep and so on until 100 different stimulus velocities had been 

presented successively. The highest velocity was usually 400 /sec, but 

occasionally 800 or 1600 /sec. The increment in stimulus velocity per sweep 

was always one hundredth of the highest stimulus velocity, the increment 

value was also equal to the lowest stimulus velocity presented and the 

amplitude of movement was the same for all 100 velocities. Using this 

method, the responses to 100 different stimulus velocities could be ob

tained in a relatively short time. Figure 2.6A shows dot displays of such 

velocity scans in two opposite directions of movement for 4 spots of light 

of different diameters (indicated beside the dot displays). For each 

stimulus sweep the spikes for the whole amplitude of movement (40 degrees) 

are displayed. This means that the time spent on a given stimulus sweep is 

inversely proportional to stimulus velocity. The velocity ranges from 4 to 

400 /sec for all four velocity scans. 

Using light spots of large diameters both a leading and trailing edge 

response can be observed at low stimulus velocities, but only a leading 

edge response at high stimulus velocities. There is a tendency for the 

trailing edge response to be present up to higher velocities the larger 

the spot diameter. At small spot diameters, leading and trailing edge 

responses cannot be seen separately. In 16 out of 22 units the above 

phenomena are independent of the sign of contrast stimulus background. With 

moving dark spots, the leading edge response is again present up to higher 

stimulus velocities than the trailing edge response. The suppression of the 

trailing edge response at high stimulus velocities represents the same 

phenomenon as the decrease of NT with decreasing diameter or width of a 

stimulus moving at a constant velocity (compare Fig.2.6A to Figs.2.2. and 
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Fig. 2.6Α. Dot displays of velocity scans in two opposite directions of movement for 4 different spot 
diameters. The velocity in the upward and downward directions of movement was increased 
every stimulus sweep by 4 0/sec The range of stimulus velocity was from 4 to 400 0/sec and 
each velocity was presented once. The spikes have been plotted such that for each stimulus 
sweep the spikes during the whole amplitude of movement (40 degrees) have been displayed. 
This means that the time spent to a given stimulus sweep is inversely proportional to 
stimulus velocity. 

B. Dot displays of the same velocity scans as in Λ replotted such that only spikes in a certam 
time interval - which is the same for all stimulus velocities - have been displayed. The time 
interval starts at the moment the leading edge of the stimulus enters the receptive field 
centre and has a duration of 500 msec for each direction of movement. This means that 
the part of the amplitude of movement which is displayed is proportional to stimulus 
velocity. 

2.3.). Increasing the velocity of movement or decreasing the diameter or 

width both have the effect of reducing the time period between the leading 

and the trailing edge response. 

In the 6 deviating units, the trailing edge response is present up to 

higher stimulus velocities for light stimuli on a dark background or for 

dark stimuli on a light background, but never for both stimulus conditions. 
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For example a dark edge response follows up to higher stimulus velocities 

than the light edge response both when this dark edge response is caused by 

the leading edge and when it is caused by the trailing edge of a moving 

stimulus. In most of these units the above behaviour is in agreement with 

a different strength of responses to light-on and light-off. Thus, when for 

instance the light-off response is stronger than the light-on response, the 

dark edge response will follow up to higher stimulus velocities than the 

light edge response. When light-on and light-off responses are about equal 

in strength, which is the case in the other 16 units, then the leading edge 

response will follow up to higher stimulus velocities than the trailing 

edge response independent of the sign of contrast. 

Increasing the velocity of a moving stimulus also influences the 

duration of leading and trailing edge responses. To illustrate this, the 

dot displays of Fig.2.6A have been replotted in Fig.2.6B so that only 

spikes are displayed in a certain time interval, identical for all stimulus 

velocities. This time interval starts at the moment the leading edge of the 

stimulus enters the receptive field centre. As can be seen in Fig.2.6B, 

with increasing stimulus velocity the duration of the leading edge response 

first decreases and after a certain velocity has been reached remains 

constant until the unit stops firing at high velocities. At small spot 

diameters this decrease of response duration is most clear, but in these 

cases the contribution of the trailing edge response must be taken into 

account. 

The duration of the leading edge response at low velocities i.e. 

before the constant response duration has been reached, appears to depend 

on the diameter of the activating region. In fact, it appears that the time 

a contour is moving within the activating region is decisive for the response 

duration at low velocities. To show this, the burst duration determined 

from velocity scans for three units with quite different diameters of 

activating region (2.5, 9.0 and 13.0 degrees) has been plotted against the 

time the leading edge is present within the activating region (Fig.2.7.). To 

ensure the trailing edge response makes no contribution, burst durations of 

leading edge responses to large moving spots were used. As can be seen, the 

burst duration is proportional to the time a moving contour is present in 

the activating region, at least if this period is longer than 10-20 msec 

(relatively low stimulus velocities). For shorter periods (higher stimulus 

velocities) the burst duration does not diminish further. Essentially the 
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Fig 2 7 Burst duration estimated from velocity scans such as m Fig 2 6A as a function of the tune a 
movmg contour is present in the activating region The activating region has been determined 
with a movmg spot of 0 S degree Unit 73-2 has an activating region of 9 0 degrees, unit 
74-2 of 13 0 degrees and unit 83-1 of 2 5 degrees m diameter The drawn line indicates 
equality between the two parameters Note that both abscissa and ordinate axes have a 
loganthmical scale 

same effects were observed in the trailing edge responses (not shown). It 

appears that the burst duration for stationary flashing stimuli is of about 

the same length as the burst duration for fast moving stimuli. This also 

explains why the responses to relatively slowly moving stimuli in PSTHs 

as in Fig.2.1. have a longer duration than the responses to stationary 

flashing stimuli. Thus, for moving stimuli it is not the velocity, but the 

time period a moving contour is present in the activating region (passage 

time) which determines the burst duration. These data suggest that although 

the spatial receptive field properties vary widely from unit to unit the 

temporal receptive field properties among different units show strong 
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similarities. This feature has been incorporated into the model, where the 

parameter velocity is expressed in o/sec; here σ is a measure of the spatial 

extent of the receptive field. 

In conclusion we can say that the burst duration of responses to 

moving stimuli is determined by the passage time, if this time is relatively 

long, and is about equal to the burst duration of stationary flashing stimu

li, if this time is relatively short. 

The strength (number of spikes in the burst) of responses to relatively 

slowly moving stimuli is always larger than the strength of responses to 

stationary flashing stimuli. Because PSTHs to moving stimuli for different 

units were made at the same velocity, and the diameter of the activating 

region varies, the time the moving stimulus spends in the activating region 

varies from unit to unit. Although there is considerable scatter, there is 

a clear tendency that the response strength to moving stimuli resembles 

more the response strength to stationary flashing stimuli, the shorter the 

time spent in the activating region. We were not able to verify this point 

in our velocity scans, because the sweep frequency was increased gradually, 

so that especially at higher velocities the after-effects of lower velocity 

stimuli may have influenced (suppressed) the responses to higher velocity 

stimuli somewhat. 

Fast moving stimuli approximate to stationary flashing ones in that 

they illuminate or darken the receptive field within a relatively short 

time. The influence of the frequency of on/off stimulation (light-on period 

equal to light-off period) was studied in a manner analogous to that of 

velocity scans. Under comparable stimulus conditions (spot diameter or slit 

width equal to half of the amplitude of movement) the frequency of stationary 

flashing stimuli and the velocity of moving stimuli converted into a 

frequency where the unit stops firing are in general about the same for 

both stimulus conditions. Thus, suppressive after-effects of lower velocity 

stimuli for higher velocities are about equal to the suppressive after

effects of lower frequency stimuli for higher flashing frequencies. 

2.3.5. Suppression by firing 

In some units periodic oscillations in the firing rate can be observed 

when slowly moving stimuli are presented (see Fig.2.6B at low velocities): 
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the firing of the unit is interrupted by periodic complete suppression of 

firing. This may indicate that firing itself has a suppressive after-effect, 

causing the periodic oscillations. Similar suppressive after-effects of 

firing could be seen in units with high frequency bursts of spontaneous 

activity (see Figs.1.1. and 1.3. of chapter 1). If such a burst of sponta

neous activity was present just before a stimulus-evoked response had to 

occur, the stimulus-evoked response was completely suppressed or 

diminished in strength. The time course of the periodic oscillations in 

velocity scans and the time interval between high frequency bursts of 

spontaneous activity and suppressed stimulus evoked responses show that the 

suppressive after-effect of firing has a duration of about 30 msec. 

2.3.6. Latency times for moving and stationary flashing stimuli 

The latency time for moving stimuli can be defined as the time interval 

between the passage of a stimulus (in our case a contour) over the most 

sensitive region of the receptive field and the peak of the response. 

Assuming that the position of this most sensitive region is independent 

of stimulus velocity the slope of the responses in velocity scans such 

as shown in Fig.2.6A can be used to determine the latency for moving 

stimuli (see Bishop et al., 1971 a). The steeper the slope, the shorter 

the latency is. With the above assumption latency times of leading edge 

responses to light spots and of leading edge responses to dark spots were 

determined from their slopes in velocity scans by drawing the best fitting 

straight line through the beginning of the leading edge response at each 

velocity. In Fig.2.8A the latency time of the light edge response and that 

of the dark edge response have been plotted against each other for 11 

units. Within the accuracy of our estimation the light and dark edge 

response latencies are equal. In Fig.2.8B the latencies for moving and 

stationary flashing stimuli are compared in 20 units. The latency of the 

light edge response (moving stimuli) was determined from the slope in 

velocity scans, and the latency of the on-response (flashing stimuli) from 

PSTHs to light-on. As can be seen, the latencies for moving stimuli are on 

the avarage similar to those for stationary flashing stimuli. The small 

systematic difference can be due to a difference in definition of latency. 
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Fig 2 8 A Comparison between the latency of the leading edge response to a large moving light spot and 
to a large moving dark spot for 11 units The latencies have been estimated from the slope 
of the leading edge response in velocity scans such as in Fig 2 6Л 
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2.3.7. Model experiments 

In the previous chapter we proposed a model of information processing in 

pan-directional cells in the monkey superior colliculus, based on response 

characteristics to stationary flashing stimuli. In this model the response 

is the sum of excitation and inhibition in small receptive field elements 

which are activated simultaneously. Certain assumptions were made regarding 

the saturation of excitation and the time course of excitation and inhibi

tion. It can be shown by computer simulation (see below) that responses to 

moving stimuli can be predicted by the same model taking into account that 

the small receptive field elements are now activated successively. It is 

not our intention to simulate the responses of individual units as well as 

possible, but to simulate the trends in the response characteristics of the 
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whole population of units. The set of receptive field parameters we used 

is able to simulate the response characteristics to both moving and 

stationary flashing stimuli, but this set is not necessarily unique. Our 

simulation experiments have been inspired by the work of Rodieck (1965), 

who has given a mathematical description of receptive field properties of 

cat retinal ganglion cells. 

As evidence the previous chapter showed that the centre of pan-

directional cells is solely excitatory and the surround solely inhibitory. 

The centre is radially symmetrical and the same has been assumed for the 

surround. The spatial sensitivity profiles of the excitatory centre and 

the inhibitory surround in the model were approximated by two Gaussian 

functions: 
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where σ and σ are measures of the width and g and g measures of the 
L· 1 Γ- 1 

strength of the spatial sensitivity profiles of excitation and inhibition 

respectively (see Fig.2.9A). Because all neural data were obtained at the 

same stimulus intensity, the computer simulations were done at one 

intensity. The step response of excitation and inhibition both to light 

increments and light decrements has been approximated by the following 

two expressions: 

excitation h
r
,(t) = exp (- -;—).(!- exp (- — ) ) 
E d

E
 r

E 

inhibition h
I
(t) = exp (- j-).(l- exp (- i-)) 

The first factor of both step responses is concerned mainly with the decay 

and the second factor mainly with the rise of excitation and inhibition; 

d and r are time constants (see Fig.2.9B). 

The excitatory and inhibitory responses were then calculated by the 

following formulas: 
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where ν is the velocity of movement in σ/вес, 1 the slit length in a and 

τ the difference in latency between excitation and inhibition. The response 

R(t) is then defined as: 

R(t) = R^t) - R
I
(t) 

A list of receptive field parameters used in the simulation experiments 

is given in Table 2.1. The size of centre and surround was expressed in σ_ 

units, the velocity of movement in σ /sec and the width and length of 

stimuli in σ . The size of the activating region was approximated in the 

simulation experiments by 4 σ which comprises about 90% of the excitation. 

Table 2.1. List of receptive field parameters. 

σ 

g 

d 

r 

Excitation 

1 

1 

14 msec 

14 msec 

Inhibition 

4 

0.35 

40 msec 

4 msec 

E 1 

A ratio of —— = -r was chosen, based on results from spot enlargement experi

ments, although there was a considerable variability among cells in this 

respect. The time constants were chosen so that both excitation and 

inhibition reach their maxima within the same time and thereafter the 

excitation falls twice as fast as the inhibition (Fig.2.9B). Arguments for 

this assumption have been given in the previous chapter. When the time 

period between passage of the leading and the trailing edge over the 

receptive field becomes smaller than 10 msec (i.e. Ü. <10 msec) the response 
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E"ig. 2.9 A. Spatial sensitivity profile of excitation (E) and inhibition (I), and an illustration of stimulus 
and receptive field configuration used in the simulation experiments. 

B. Step response to light increments or decrements of excitation (E) and inhibition (I). 
C. R(t) as a function of time between passage of leading and trailing edge over the receptive 

field. 

R(t) is assumed to decrease linearly as illustrated in Fig.2.9C. The 

latency of the inhibition was assumed to be IO msec longer than the 

latency of the excitation. An indication for this latency difference is 

the fact that with large flashing stimuli a short-lasting burst of spikes 

is still present at light-on and light-off. 

It was concluded in the previous chapter that excitation saturates; 

for the inhibition no saturation was assumed. Thresholds of excitation and 

inhibition were not used. Pan-directional units respond in the same manner 

both to light-on and to light-off. This basic non-linearity was accounted 

for by using the same response function R(t) for light increments and light 

decrements. The integral of positive R(t) values is called response strength 
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and is comparable to the number of spikes in the burst response. 

Flashing stimuli can be approximated by very fast moving stimuli (see 

Rodieck, 1965), which we in fact have done in our simulations (1000 a„/sec). 

For reasons of simplicity, squares instead of circular spots have been used 

in the simulation experiments but in the description below the term spot 

is used for easy comparison of the simulated response curves to the neural 

data. 

Using the above set of receptive field parameters we obtained tran

sient on and off responses in the simulation experiments with durations 

similar to those in the neural data. The response strength as a function 

of spot diameter of course behaves exactly the same for light-on and light-

off. A simulation of a spot enlargement experiment is given in Fig.2.10A 

and B. The response strength increases until the excitation saturates, 

because the centre excitation increases much more rapidly by summation 

than the surround inhibition. The peak value of the response, corresponding 

to the peak firing rate, increases until the excitation saturates. There

after the peak value of the response remains constant, while the response 

strength decreases due to the increasing surround inhibition affecting 

mainly the later portion of the response. The spot diameter at which the 

response strength reaches its maximum (about 2.5 σ ) is smaller than the 

diameter of the centre (about 4 a ). The simulated responses for the 

optimal and a very large spot diameter are given in Fig.2.IOC. If 

saturation of the centre excitation is not used during simulation the 

maximum shifts to a larger spot diameter (about 3.5 σ_) approximating to 

the diameter of the centre. 

In the simulation experiments no provisions were made to obtain 

latency times and therefore latency times are the same for all spot dia

meters. A much more complicated model should also be able to account for 

this feature. 

Except for latency, the simulated properties of the on and off 

responses - particularly the course of strength and peak value of the 

responses as a function of spot diameter, as well as the spot size where 

the maximal response strength occurs - fit the neural data described in 

the previous chapter very well. 

Using the same set of receptive field parameters, responses to slowly 

moving spots of increasing diameter have been simulated. Both the leading 

and the trailing edge response have a transient character. The leading edge 
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Fig. 2.10. Simulated response curves for both flashing and moving stimuli using superposition of 

excitatory and inhibitory responses of small receptive field elements to light increment 

and light decrement. For explanation see text. 
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response strength (L) and trailing edge response strength (T) as a function 

of spot diameter is given in Fig.2.10D. At small spot diameters Τ has been 

added to L, just as with the neural data. The contribution of Τ to L has 

been indicated by the dashed part of curve T. With increasing spot diameter 

L increases, reaches a maximum at a slightly smaller spot diameter as 

compared to that of Fig.2.10A and decreases to a constant value thereafter, 

while Τ (the solid part of curve T) increases gradually with increasing 

spot diameter and reaches the same value as L (compare to Fig.2.ЗА). The 

maximum of L and the constant value of L and Τ are larger than the 

maximum and constant value in Fig.2.10A. A higher velocity of movement 

reduces this difference in response strength between moving and flashing 

stimuli (see above). Τ increases gradually with increasing spot diameter, 

because the suppressive after-effects caused by the leading edge are 

stronger the shorter the time interval between passage of leading and 

trailing edge over the receptive field. 

The leading edge response strength (L) and trailing edge response 

strength (T) as a function of slit width is given in Fig.2.10E. The 

stimulus velocity is the same as in Fig.2.10D and the length of the slit 

covers both centre and surround. At small slit widths L increases and 

reaches a maximum, followed at larger slit widths by a dip of L, which is 

below the constant value of L at large slit widths. The maximum is caused 

by an additional response from the trailing edge (indicated by the dashed 

curve at small slit widths) and the dip by additional suppressive effects 

from the trailing edge. The fact that such a maximum and dip are absent 

in the neural data (see Fig.2.3B) is an indication that for narrow slits 

the trailing edge gives no excitatory and inhibitory contribution to the 

response. The clear decrease of L in Fig.2.10E at very small slit widths 

could not be confirmed in the neural data because such narrow slits were 

not used. The differences and similarities in the course of L and Τ in 

Fig.2.10D and E (the pronounced maximum at small spot diameters, equal 

response strengths of both leading and trailing edge responses at large 

spot diameters and slit widths) are quite similar to those found in the 

neural data (compare to Figs.2.ЗА and B). 

The leading edge response strength (L) as a function of slit length 

is given in Fig.2.10F. The length of the slit is always symmetrically 

situated with respect to the receptive field centre and the velocity of 
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movement is the same as in Fig.2.10D and E. If the width of the slit is 

large the behaviour of L and Τ is the same with increasing slit length. 

The initial increase of L is caused by a larger increase of centre excitation 

as compared to surround inhibition, both purely from the leading edge of 

the stimulus. L shows a maximum, because the centre excitation increases 

much more rapidly with increasing slit length than the surround inhibition 

until saturation of the centre occurs,and further increase of the slit 

length increases the surround inhibition only. At large slit lengths, L 

reaches a constant value, which is of course equal to that at large 

spot diameter (Fig.2.10D) and at large slit widths if the length of the 

slit is also large (Fig.2.10E). The same behaviour was found in the neural 

data (see Fig.2.4.). 

In Fig.2.10G, the duration of the leading edge response as a function 

of stimulus velocity is given. The stimulus is a long moving slit of large 

width. With increasing stimulus velocity, the response duration decreases 

and shows a constant value above a certain velocity (compare to Fig.2.6B). 

In the model, the response duration for flashing stimuli is by definition 

equal to the response duration for fast moving stimuli. In Fig.2.11. the 

response duration at different velocities of stimulus movement is plotted 

as a function of time the leading edge spends in the receptive field 

centre. The size of the centre is taken as 4 σ., in diameter. As can be 

E 

seen, the general shape of the curve is similar to that of Fig.2.7. 

The periodic oscillations in firing rate, observed in some units when 

slowly moving stimuli were presented (Fig.2.6B), can be simulated by 

introducing a negative feedback loop of the response. By adjusting the 

strength of the negative feedback, it is possible to simulate periodic 

firing. The number of oscillations decreases with increasing stimulus 

velocity due to the decrease of the response duration, and no oscillations 

are present when the response duration has reached its constant value. The 

same behaviour was observed in the neural data (Fig.2.6B). When introducing 

negative feedback all results of the above described simulation experiments 

remain the same, except that at low stimulus velocities the curve of the 

response duration is less smooth. 

In summary, most of the response characteristics to stationary flashing 

stimuli can be simulated by a certain set of receptive field parameters. 

Again it should be emphasized that this set is not unique. Without modifying 
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Fig 2 11 Burst duration determined from simulated velocity scans as a function of the time a moving 

contour is present in the receptive field centre The size of the centre region has been 

approximated by 4 σ^ Note the similarity of this curve to those of Fig 2 7 

The drawn line indicates equality between the variables 

the parameters or assuming new ones it is possible to simulate the response 

characteristics to moving stimuli. Thus, responses of pan-directional 

units in the paralysed, anaesthetized rhesus monkey superior colliculus 

to both moving and stationary flashing stimuli can be explained by the 

same underlying receptive field mechanisms. 

2.A. Discussion 

Experimental data presented in this and the previous chapter largely 

confirm the findings of earlier studies on the monkey superior colliculus 

(Schiller and Koerner, 1971; Goldberg and Wurtz, 1972; Cynader and Berman, 

1972; Schiller, 1972; Schiller and Stryker, 1972; Schiller et al., 1974; 

Robinson and Wurtz, 1976} Marrocco and Li, 1977). In particular we have 
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studied the relation between the responses to stationary flashing stimuli 

and the responses to moving stimuli in the most common cell type in the 

superficial layers: the class of pan-directional cells or event detectors. 

Stationary flashing stimuli evoke transient on and off responses in 

the receptive field centre and suppression of evoked responses or sponta

neous activity in the receptive field surround. Moving stimuli evoke 

transient leading and trailing edge responses in the receptive field centre, 

each of which can be attenuated more or less by the receptive field 

surround, depending on the degree of surround stimulation. 

The area in the receptive field centre which triggers the response, 

is the same for both leading and trailing edge responses in all units. This 

is in contrast to what is found in the superficial layers of the cat's 

superior colliculus, where about half of the units have spatially offset 

discharge regions for leading and trailing edges (Hoffmann and Dreher, 

1973). In their opinion it is impossible to explain the collicular responses 

to moving stimuli in the cat from their static receptive field properties 

(Dreher and Hoffmann, 1973; Hoffmann and Dreher, 1973), which is quite 

different from what we have shown in our simulation experiments for the 

monkey superior colliculus. 

Several authors claim that monkey collicular units prefer moving 

stimuli to stationary flashing ones (Cynader and Berman, 1972; Schiller 

and Koerner, 1971; Goldberg and Wurtz, 1972). We, too, have found that in 

general moving stimuli evoke stronger responses (number of spikes) than 

stationary flashing ones, but this difference becomes very small or dis

appears when relatively high stimulus velocities are used or when the 

receptive field centre is relatively small. An important variable in this 

connection appears to be the time period that a moving contour is present 

within the receptive field centre. The stimulus which yields the strongest 

response is, therefore, a small spot moving very slowly through the recep

tive field centre and having a diameter at which the excitatory input just 

has reached its saturation level. 

Influences of stimulus variables such as spot diameter, slit width 

and slit length on the leading and trailing edge responses to moving 

stimuli, can all be understood in terms of summation of excitation from 

the receptive field centre which shows saturation, and inhibition from the 

receptive field surround. 

Periodic oscillations in firing rate such as we found in some units 
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for slowly moving stimuli, were recently described by Marrocco and Li (1977) 

who classified these units as a separate class of cells. They show in their 

Fig.4 an example of such a unit. Calculating from their data the time spent 

in the activating region by the stimulus gives a value of 1630 msec, large 

enough to cause several oscillations. We have shown that the number of 

oscillations is determined by the passage time of the effective stimulus 

(in this case a contour) through the receptive field centre, and that these 

oscillations disappear at higher stimulus velocities. We have, however, 

classified this group of cells as pan-directional, because all other 

receptive field properties comply very well with classification as pan-

directional cells. 

2.5. Summary 

1. Single unit responses of pan-directional cells to moving and stationary 

flashing stimuli were studied in the superficial layers of the superior 

colliculus in paralysed, anaesthetized rhesus monkeys. The aim of this 

study was to see how far cell responses to moving stimuli fit in with 

what would be expected from their responses to stationary flashing 

stimuli. 

2. Both the leading and the trailing edge of a moving stimulus evoke a 

transient response. If the diameter of moving light spots is increased, 

the strength of the leading edge response increases, reaches a maximum 

and decreases to a constant value which is similar to the behaviour 

of the on response when the diameter of flashing spots is increased. The 

strength of the trailing edge response increases and reaches the same 

strength as that of the leading edge response. If the width of a long 

moving slit is increased the strength of the leading edge response is 

the same at all slit widths, while the strength of the trailing edge 

response shows a course similar to that of the trailing edge response 

if the spot diameter is increased. If the length of a wide moving slit 

is increased both the leading and the trailing edge responses decrease. 

These results indicate that the strength of both leading and trailing 

edge responses is dependent on the degree the inhibitory surround is 

activated. 

3. The leading and the trailing edge of a stimulus evoke their responses 

at the same position in the receptive field independent of the direction 
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of movement. 

4. Increasing the velocity of a moving stimulus shows that in general the 

leading edge response is present up to higher velocities than the 

trailing edge response independent of the sign of contrast. The burst 

duration to moving stimuli decreases with increasing stimulus velocity 

and appears to be determined by the time a moving edge is present in 

the receptive field centre. When this time becomes shorter than 

10-20 msec, the burst duration for moving stimuli is constant and 

about the same as for flashing stimuli. This indicates that, although 

spatial receptive field properties can vary considerably, temporal 

receptive field properties show a strong similarity among different 

units. 

5. The response latencies to light and dark moving edges are the same, 
* 

which in turn are about equal to the response latencies to stationary 

flashing stimuli. 

6. Simulation experiments show that the general response characteristics 

to moving stimuli can be predicted by using a set of receptive field 

parameters derived from responses to stationary flashing stimuli. The 

most important variable of moving stimuli appears to be the period of 

time a moving contour is present within the receptive field centre, 

besides the degree of activation of the inhibitory surround. 
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S A M E N V A T T I N G 

In dit proefschrift zijn de resultaten van een electrofysiologisch onder

zoek aan het visuele systeem van de rhesus aap (Macaca mulatta) be

schreven. Afleidingen van afzonderlijke cellen werden gemaakt in de 

oppervlakkige lagen van de superior colliculus bij verlamde, geanesthe-

tiseerde dieren. Zowel bewegende als aan-uit flitsende visuele stimuli 

werden aangeboden. 

De vraagstelling van dit onderzoek betreft de relatie tussen de 

responsies op aan-uit en bewegende stimuli. In hoeverre is het mogelijk 

de responsies op bewegende stimuli te verklaren als het gevolg van een 

opeenvolging in plaats en tijd van aan-uit stimuli? Hiertoe worden eerst 

de responsies voor aan-uit stimuli beschreven en wordt een model voorge

steld. Dan worden de responsies voor bewegende stimuli beschreven en 

wordt nagegaan, of een model met dezelfde groep parameterwaarden deze 

responsies kan verklaren.. 

Bij aan-uit stimulatie geeft het receptieve veld-centrum van "pan-

directional cells" in de superior colliculus altijd een transient aan-

en uit-responsie, terwijl de receptieve veld-surround de responsies van 

het centrum onderdrukt zowel bij licht-aan als bij licht-uit. De vorm 

van het centrum is cirkelvormig of een beetje elliptisch en de diameter 

van het centrum is gemiddeld veel groter dan de diameter van retinale 

receptieve veld-centra. Alle cellen, behalve die in de ver temporele 

periferie ontvangen een retinale input van beide ogen. De latentietijden 

van de aan- en uit-responsie zijn gelijk. Met toenemend stimulusoppervlak 

neemt de latentietijd zowel bij licht-aan als bij licht-uit eerst af en 

bereikt daarna een constante waarde. In de meeste cellen neemt het aantal 

actiespanningen bij licht-aan en bij licht-uit eerst toe, bereikt een 

maximum en neemt weer af bij vergroting van het stimulusoppervlak. Deze 

afname is een aanwijzing, dat er een inhibitoire surround aanwezig is. 

Gebaseerd op responsies bij licht-aan en licht-uit wordt een model 

voorgesteld van de receptieve veld-organisatie. Er is een excitatoir 
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centrum- en een inhibitoir surround-mechanisme met verschillende spatiele 

en temporele eigenschappen. De output van het neuron wordt bepaald door 

optelling van de activiteiten van beide mechanismen. Het centrum-mechanisme 

krijgt excitatoire input van retinale ganglioncellen en vertoont verzadiging. 

Het inhibitoire surround-mechanisme wordt gevormd door een inhibitoir inter

neuron, dat zijn excitatoire input krijgt direct (voorwaartse inhibitie) 

of indirect (terugwaartse inhibitie) vanuit de retina. 

Bij stimulatie met bewegende visuele stimuli geeft het receptieve 

veld-centrum transient responsies slechts dan als de contouren over het 

centrum worden bewogen. De responsie op de eerste licht-donker overgang 

(voorkant stimulus) wordt "leading-edge"-responsie genoemd en op de 

tweede (achterkant stimulus) "trailing-edge"-responsie. Met toenemende 

diameter van bewegende lichtspots neemt de sterkte van de leading edge-

responsie eerst toe, bereikt een maximum en neemt weer af, waarna een 

constante waarde wordt bereikt. Dit verloop is hetzelfde als dat van de 

aan-responsie bij toenemend stimulusoppervlak. De sterkte van de trailing 

edge-responsie neemt met toenemende spotdiameter toe en bereikt dezelfde 

waarde als die van de leading edge-responsie. 

Met toenemende breedte van een lange, bewegende lichtspleet is de 

sterkte van de leading edge-responsie gelijk voor alle spleetbreedtes, en 

is het verloop van de sterkte van de trailing edge-responsie hetzelfde 

als dat van de trailing edge-responsie bij toenemende spotdiameter. Met 

toenemende lengte van een bewegende, brede spleet nemen zowel de leading 

edge- als de trailing edge-responsie af in sterkte. Deze resultaten zi^n 

aanwijzingen, dat de sterktes van leading en trailing edge-responsies 

afhankelijk zijn van de mate, waarin de inhibitoire surround wordt ge

activeerd. 

De plaatsen in het receptieve veld, waar leading en trailing edge-

responsies worden opgewekt, zijn dezelfde, onafhankelijk van de bewegings

richting., 

Bij opvoeren van de bewegingssnelheid blijkt, dat in het algemeen de 

leading edge-responsie tot hogere snelheden aanwezig is dan de trailing 

edge-responsie, onafhankelijk van het teken van het contrast. Bii relatief 

lage bewegingssnelheden neemt de duur van leading en trailing edge-

responsie af met toenemende snelheid en blijkt te worden bepaald door 

de tijdsduur, gedurende welke een bewegende contour aanwezig is in het 

receptieve veld-centrum. Als deze tijdsduur korter wordt dan 10-20 msec 
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(relatief hoge bewegingssnelheden) wordt de duur van de responsie constant 

en is gelijk aan de duur van aan-uit responsies. Voor cellen met aanzien

lijke verschillen in grootte van receptieve veld-centra is het verloop 

van de responsieduur als functie van de tijdsduur, gedurende welke een 

bewegende contour aanwezig is in het centrum, opvallend gelijk. Dit is 

een aanwijzing dat, ofschoon spatiele receptieve veld-eigenschappen sterk 

variëren, temporele eigenschappen van verschillende cellen een grote ge

lijkenis vertonen. 

De latentietijden voor bewegende licht-donker en donker-licht 

overgangen zijn gelijk, en deze zijn op hun beurt weer gelijk aan de 

latentietijden bij licht-aan of licht-uit. 

Simulatie-experimenten hebben aangetoond, dat de algemene responsie

karakteristieken voor bewegende stimuli kunnen worden voorspeld bij 

gebruikmaking van een groep receptieve veld-parameters, afgeleid uit 

de responsies op licht-aan en licht-uit. De belangrijkste variabele 

van bewegende stimuli, naast de mate waarin de receptieve veld-surround 

wordt geactiveerd, blijkt de tijdsduur te zijn, gedurende welke een 

bewegende contour aanwezig is in het receptieve veld-centrum. 
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S T E L L I N G E N 

1. De bewering, dat "pan-directional cells" in de superior colliculus van 

de rhesus aap bewegende stimuli prefereren boven aan-uit stimuli, is 

in zijn algemeenheid onjuist. 

Dit proefschrift 

2. Responsies van "pan-directional cells" in de superior colliculus van 

de geanesthetiseerde rhesus aap op bewegende stimuli kunnen worden 

voorspeld op grond van de responsiekarakteristieken op aan-uit stimuli. 

Dit proefschrift 

3. Dat het "shift-effect" een rol kan spelen bij het herstel van helder

heidsinformatie wordt door de experimenten van Moors et al. tegenge

sproken. 

Fischer et al.: Brain Research 83, 391-403 (1975) 

Moors et al. : Exp. Brain Res. j_9, 3A3-350 (1974) 

4. Bij de naamgeving van neuronen zíjn neutrale termen zoals X en Y te 

prefereren boven termen, die een bepaalde eigenschap aanduiden zoals 

"sustained" en "transient". 

Rowe en Stone: Brain Behav. Evol. _1_4, 185-216 (1977) 

5. "Hypercomplex cells" in de visuele cortex kunnen beter ingedeeld worden 

als "simple" en "complex cells", omdat de mate van "end-zone" inhibitie 

een continuum vormt van zwak tot zeer sterk. 

6. Bij de bestudering van neuronen in de visuele cortex is tot nu toe 

te weinig aandacht besteed aan de inhibitoire eigenschappen van het 

receptieve veld en de consequenties hiervan voor oriëntatie- en 

richtingsgevoeligheid. 



7. Het betrekken van proefdieren uit fokkolonies verdient de voorkeur 

boven het gebruik van in het wild levende dieren, 

8. De techniek van DNA-RNA hybridisatie is bij eukaryoten niet geschikt 

om de transcriptie-activiteit van DNA voor mRNA te bepalen. 

9. Het gebruik van de fiets in het woon-werk verkeer verdient de voorkeur 

boven het gebruik van de auto, omdat fietsen bijdraagt tot een goede 

lichamelijke conditie, milieuvriendelijk is en weinig problemen geeft 

bij het vinden van een parkeerplaats. 

10. Een promovendus wordt na zijn promotie meestal weggepromoveerd. 

Nijmegen, 25 mei 1978 Jan Moors 








